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1. Present Situation

1-1 Present Status of Energy
(1) Japan Is in a fragile energy supply structure, in which 85*
of its energy depends on import.

(2) The importance of nuclear power has been stressed as an
alternative energy of oil since the oil crisis. Since the
first commercial nuclear power station began operation in
1966, introduction of nuclear power has been expanded during
27 years to a scale of 45 reactors of 37GW. (See Fig.l)
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(3) As a result, approximately 10% of the energy, i.e. 27% of
electricity is now supplied by nuclear power. While 77% of
energy depended on oil at the oil crisis in 1973, that figure
has decreased to 57% in 1991.

1-2 Long Term Outlook of Energy Supply and Demand
(1) According to the long term energy supply and demand outlook,
which was published in 1990 by Advisory Committee for Energy,
energy demand was anticipated to expand steadily. Even if a*
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great deal of effort is paid for saving energy and for intro-
duction of new energy, from the view point of protecting
global environment, nuclear power of 7 2GW will be needed in
2010.

(2) According to the outlook, 17% of energy, i.e. 43% of elect-
ricity will depend on nuclear power in 2010. (See Fig.2 and 3)
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1-3 Nuclear Fuel Cycle
In order to effectively uie the uranium resources, three.
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facilities for nuclear fuel cycle is under construction at
Rokkasho Village. (See Fig.4) Among them, uranium enrichment
facility and LLW storage facility have commenced, and repro-
cessing facility is now under construction.
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Fig.4 Outline of 3 Facilities for the Nuclear Fuel Cycle

2. Public Opinion on Nuclear Energy

Opinion poll results reveal that, though people who approve
necessity of nuclear power plant are more in numbers than those
denying, significant number of people have questions for use of
nuclear energy. (See Fig.5)
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(Surveyed by the Prime Minister's Office on Sep. 1990)
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Regarding to public sentiment on safety of nuclear power
generation, however, ratio of people who have questions on the
safety exceeds those who accept the present safety level. In this
circumstance, siting of nuclear power plant has become so diffi-
cult that it recently takes more than 20 years. Thus, PA efforts
become more important to gain understanding and cooperation of
the public. (See Fig.6)
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Fig.6 Public Opinion on Safety of Nuclear Power Plant
(Surveyed by the Prime Minister's Office on Sep. 1990)

3. Needs of PA Efforts

Under such circumstances as described above, a growing
recognition is that conventional one-sided government PR method
is insufficient to gain understanding and cooperation of the
public on nuclear power generation in a true sense. It is fact
that the matter of nuclear energy has distinct characteristics
as follows.

3-1 Nuclear issues, which are hard to be technically understood,
require painstaking explanations for the public. Moreover, there
is no option to seek understanding in a broader context, inclu-
ding such issues as energy, environment and radiation/radio-
activity effects, rather than a single-issue approach to question
of nuclear safety/necessity, by accumulating multilateral and
long-sustained efforts.

3-2 It is particularly noted that, due to very much limited ways
of talcing energy issues up at educational site so far, ordinary
citizens inevitably lack basic knowledge to enable them to
objectively position nuclear matter among energy issues.

3-3 Informal media, such as grassroot networks, including verbal,
mini, and personal computer communications, can produce large
impacts.

Therefore, in order to solve these subjects and gain public
understanding and cooperation in a true sense, it is needed to
take effective PA buildup efforts which can better meet different
needs of different classes of the public by virtue of innovative
methods.

4. Basic Concept of PA Efforts

With the subjects discussed in preceding section in mind, and
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based on what are described below as the basic concept, the MITI
has been making nuclear PA buildup efforts.

4-1 Class-specific PA efforts
Given that, even among the public, different genders result

in different stances toward nuclear issues, different matters of
interest, different media of contact, and others, priority PA
campaigns are given to particularly important classes listed
below.

(a) Opinion leaders
* Information/topics provided through highly trusted figures
by community people, like leaders of opinion, prove effec-
tive in spreading knowledge of energy and nuclear.

Hence, In order to bring up opinion leaders who have enough
knowledge of nuclear and energy, [1J circulation of informative
publications and [2] informal talks, among others are in practice.

(b) Female
* Opinion poll results show greater uneasiness for nuclear
energy entertained by female than male, and

* Female who have, and will have, children can produce massive
influence on nuclear perception held by the next generation.

For these reasons, to build up PA among female is a matter of
vital importance. Hence, [1] magazine-based publicity, (21 plant
visits, [3] lecture meetings, etc. are in practice.

(c) Next-generation class
Present situations are :
* Energy issues, including nuclear ones, are rarely taken up
at educational site,

* Teachers themselves have too limited information about
nuclear to provide well-balanced teaching, and

* The next-generation class is given neither at school nor
hone any opportunities and/or materials to let them consider
energy issues.

In relation to effective efforts to build up PA among adults,
often pointed out has been the importance of cultivating, while
still being young, a grounding in considering any issues which
require many-sided ways of thinking, like nuclear. Hence,
[1] provision of relevant educational materials to elementary/
junior high schools, 12] organization of workshops for teachers,
and [3] provision of next-generation education outside schools
(mobil exhibition, ENEPUTERS, etc.) are in practice.

(d) Municipal officials
* Exchange of opinions/informations between the national and
municipal governments involved in PA buildup efforts on
site is very important, and

* Municipal officials responsible for PA buildup efforts on
site need to have rich knowledge/information of nuclear so
that they can be ready to answer any questions raised by
community people, if any, in their effort to gain under-
standing and cooperation from such people.

Hence, II] study meetings are regularly organized.
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4-2 Role of mass media
Based on offering correct informations and making them public,

it is quite important to establish trustworthy relation with mass
media, and to make effort with them for promoting PR. In this
relationship, production of special TV programs, and radio broad-
casting ads., etc. together with mass media are valuable affairs.

4-3 Diversified access route to information
* Individuals of the public seek their own information sources

to which they can access whenever they want to do so. Hence, to
permit easy access to nuclear information for anybody any time,
[1] personal computer communications-based information services
about nuclear power plant operations, etc., [2] providing service
s of computer-based information tool, and [3] telephone service
to provide quick answers to nuclear-related questions, and others,
are available. Also, newsletters, etc. are distributed to
opinion leaders, and other influential figures in community are
provided as regular information services.

5. Present Status of PA Activity of MITI

5-1 Arrangement of PA Organisation
(1) In 1988, The Promoting Headquarter of Public Acceptance for
Nuclear Energy was established in Agency of Natural Resources
and Energy. Director general of the Agency controls the Head-
quarter.

(2) At the same time, also the Promoting Offices for Public
Acceptance for Nuclear Energy were established in the Agency
and other local bureaus.

5-2 PA Activities for General Public
Several activities listed below are explained in Appendix.
(1) Telephone QtA Box
Free of charge telephone acceptors were provided for the
questions on energy or nuclear power. (774 inquiries in 1992)

(2) Lecture Caravan
Lecture meetings under the theme of energy problems for
general public, are held in major cities throughout Japan.
(Held in 28 cities and attendance were 7,998 people in 1992)

(3) Atom-net
A database of information on nuclear power was provided and
the information is accessible through personal computer
communication network. From Hay 1 this year, worldwide
information of nuclear events over the level of 2 at Inter-
national Nuclear Event Scale of IAEA is available from the
data base. (Averaged 31 accesses/day in 1992)

(4) Pamphlets, Video Tapes, etc.
Pamphlets and video tapes explaining the necessity and safety
of nuclear power, were prepared and distributed.
(Approximately 400,000 pamphlets on the necessity and safety,
softwares of Hivision and 3 dimensional images, etc. were
provided)

(5) Eneputer
Robot-looking console with a touch screen CRT, Eneputer,
provides information of nuclear energy and related natter.
Everyone can pleasantly access to various informations
displayed by computer graphic animation, (so far/ 36 of .
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Eneputer have been installed in public halls throughout
Japan.)

(6) Mass Media Program
A TV program, which introduced energy situation of Asian
countries, was broadcasted.

5-3 Class-specific PA efforts
Several activities listed below are explained in Appendix.
(1) For Opinion Leaders
a. News Letter

Monthly news letter which explains various articles on
nuclear power in easy manner, is published and distributed.
(Once a month, to 27,000 individuals, No.51 were already
published)

b. Leaflet
Deliberating important matter to proceed energy policy is
explained in easy manner by using one figure and one
explanation on a leaflet. Such leaflets are provided and
distributed.
(The theme: global environment problems, demand and supply
of energy, radioactive radiation, nuclear power, nuclear
fuel cycle, etc.
Individuals distributed: to members of Parliaments, press
related people, etc.)

c. Plant Tour to Nuclear Power Station
Plant tours mainly attended by opinion leaders in every
region are performed. (38 times a year in 1992)

(2) For Female
a. Ene-mate

Female monitors on energy problems are invited publicly
and they proceed their monitor activities such as meetings,
tours, guestionnairings, etc. (300 persons were appointed
in 1992)

b. Advertisement in Women's Magazines
Articles for advertisement are inserted in magazines so
that the general public have interest and better under-
standing on energy problems,
(2 magazines, the circulation: 1,700,000, once a month)

(3) For Next Generation Class
a. Children's Science Exhibition

Moving children's exhibition is opened so that they can
get better understanding on energy and nuclear power
through their playing and experiences.
(At 3 places in 1992, total visitors! 67,418)

b. Hall Newspaper
Hall newspaper which explains energy in easy manner, is
published and distributed.
(25,000 elementary schools throughout the country, 5 times
a year)

c. Educational Materials(Video Tapes and Supplemental Readers)
Educational Materials for each object are provided and
distributed.
(3 kinds of supplementary readers provided for elementary,
junior high and senior highschools. 30,000 each were
distributed)
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d. Energy Seminar for Teachers
Seminar for civic course teachers are held in main cities
and at the same time tours are performed. (15 times in
1992)

(4) For Municipal Officials
a. Facsimile Network

Press materials on an accident or trouble are immediately
sent to 179 local governments throughout the country by
facsimile.

6. Recent PA Activities by the Electric Power Companies
Nine electric power companies and one atomic power company in

Japan are running nuclear power plants.
As each company is respectively in different environment, each

is developing specific PA activities. However, common points
among them are as follows:

6-1 Each company has an organization controlled by a vice presi-
dent to promote PA activities on nuclear power.

6-2 Each is developing wide range activities of PA by using
various mass-media of TV, newspapers and magazines, and
other means of pamphlets and video tapes.

6-3 Training PA personnel widely recruited in the companies,
whole the company is joining grass root movement.

6-4 PR halls are provided at the locating points of nuclear
power plants, and they are collecting many visitors.

(1) Number of PR halls at the locating points is 20.
(2) Annual visitors are about 1.1 million.
(3) The PR hall at Hamaoka nuclear power plant of Chubu

Electric Power Corp. collected the greatest number of
visitors. Annual visitors were about 287,000 in 1992.

7. PA Activities in the Future

7-1 Promotion of Information Offering Service
(1) In order to increase public confidence on nuclear power,

accessibility to the information relating to nuclear power
should be positively improved.

(2) The infrastructure to offer nuclear power informations,
should be greatly intensified so that the general public
can access easily to this information. (Establishment of
more access points and networks)

7-2 Improvement of Public Information Activity on Nuclear Power
(1) In order to improve information service through mass media,

familiar informations and data on energy and nuclear power
should be offered in a manner closely connected with daily
life through TV, newspaper, etc.

(2) Public information activities should be developed, pointing
to younger generation responsible to the future and
education relating people.
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Appendix: Examples of Nuclear PA Activity in Japan
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nuclear related issues to new

tern can be used everywhere in Japan

1. Telephone Q&A Box

This telephone service sy:

with free of charge. Questions are spreaded widely from energy/

energy sources, protection of earth

environment, use of radiant 'rays, etc. This system started in

1989, and now a group of 21 staff people responds to questions.

774 inquiries were received in 1992. Taking place the incidents

being much on mass media, sudh as trouble of nuclear power plant

and plutonium shipment, numbejr of related inquiry increases for a

while. I
i

2. Nuclear Information Servicp

This system can be acces

processor having communication

The database provides gene

issues, trouble information o

einformation of radioactivity

time all the year, and nunbe

naverage.

Network [Atom-net]

ed from personal computer or word

function through telephone circuit,

ral information of energy/nuclear

E nuclear power plant, administrate

etc. This system is available any

c of access in 1992 was 31 per day i

3. Nuclear News Letter

In order to provide corjrect information of energy/nuclear

Issues to opinion leaders anijl nuclear PA related people in easy

manner, monthly news letter i>f 10 pages is published. Since the

first issue in 1989, 56th isfcue was published so far. Number of

subscriber increased year by! year and present subscribers are

27,000. !

4. Wall Newspaper

In order to arouse interest of children and promote correct

understanding on energy/nucjLear issues, wall newspapers are

published matching to the jevel of higher age of •lementary

school. The issues are explained by using colorful illustrations
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and cartoons, and it is distributed to all the elementary school

of 25,000. Accompanying with the wall news paper, a leaflet,

which describes precise data and informations on the issues, is

added to help teacher's understanding.

5. Information Service Network for Local Government [F-netl

It is important that local governments can obtain correct

information of press released issues and current topics without

delay, because the local government staffs have to respond to

inquiries of people living in the area. Through facsimile network,

detailed informations are given before newspapers and magazines

are published. In 1992, 66 times of information service were

given to 179 of local government throughout Japan.
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